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CHAPTER I
INTRODUCTION
The National organization known as the Future Homemakers of America (FHA) resulted from the desire of home
economics students to extend their homemaking activities
outside the classroom and to be affiliated with other homemaking organizations throughout the country.

In 1943, a

committee was appointed by the American Home Economics
Association to study the high school home economics club
program.

This committee recommended that the existing

clubs would be strengthened by uniting them into one national organization (1).
During the spring of 1944, plans for the development of the organization were initiated.

The American

Home Economics Association and the Home Economics Education Branch of the United States Office of Education became co-sponsors of the new organization.

In Chicago, on

June 11, 1945, a group of national officer candidates from
several subregions of the country along with a group of
advisors drew up a temporary constitution for the new organization.

The Future Homemakers of America (FHA) was the

name proposed for this national youth organization of students studying home economics.

Since this time the orga-

nization has provided opportunities at the national, state,
and local levels for student initiative and direction in

planning and carrying out individual and chapter projects.
FHA emphasizes personal growth and one's desire to work
toward individual goals.

FHA is supported by membership

dues and today has over 600,000 members (1).
In 1968, cimendments were made to the Vocational Act
of 1963 to expand funds to include home economics occupational programs.

The 1968 amendment laid the groundwork

for establishing Home Economics Cooperative Education (HECE).
By 1971, Home Economics Related Occupations (HERO) Chapters
were established to meet the needs of a student organization
for HECE students.

The National Advisory Board of Future

Homemakers of America and the National FHA Executive Council comprised of student national officers explored how
occupational home economics students could benefit from
being a part of FHA (2). The first step was to appoint
three youths in the HERO organization to the FHA Executive
Council giving HERO members the opportunity to work through
FHA on areas of common interest.

Since that time, FHA and

HERO organizations have participated together on the state
and national levels (3).

FHA/HERO

chapters are meant to be

an integral part of the traditional home economics programs
and the home economics related occupational programs in
secondary schools.

They can provide students with a variety

of opportunities to develop their leadership potential while
focusing on the concepts, skills, and theories within the
secondary home economics curriculum (2).

Mildred Reel (4), executive director of FHA/HERO,
has written that teachers involved with FHA/HERO function
with the philosophy of offering a free atmosphere in which
to learn through a student-advisor tecim approach.

FHA/HERO

can enhance the home economics program in a school and expand learning and participation in and beyond the classroom.
Youth in FHA/HERO are concerned with issues such as
ecology, the aged, consumerism, parenting, urban crises,
race relationships, the energy crises, the role of men and
women in society, changing life styles, working mothers,
and corruption in government.

FHA/HERO activities provide

an opportunity for youth to look at these concerns realistically and actively become a part of the solutions to
problems relating to these concerns.

The organization gives

home economics teachers an opportunity to funnel these concerns of youth into meaningful action through classroom
learning activities and the
Thus,

FHA/HERO

FHA/HERO

chapter activities.

can have a potent influence on society (4).

Advisors of Future Homemakers of America/Home Economics Related Occupations have also expressed the opinion
that FHA/HERO is an integral part of the total home economies program.

Henes (5), an FHA advisor, has stated two

reasons for this integral relationship.

First, home eco-

nomics is the foundation on which FHA/HERO was and is based.
Homemaking and home economics clubs existed throughout the
country before 1945.

In that year, such clubs were unified

into the Future Homemakers of America organization with a
common name and purpose.

Second, the overall goal of FHA/

HERO is to improve personal, home, and community living.
This is basically the goal of any home economics program.
Teachers are trying to help their students become better
homemakers of tomorrow, not only as individuals, but also
in their homes and communities.

Henes defended her opin-

ions on the integral relationship of FHA/HERO and home economies programs by stating that home economies classes can
contribute immeasureably to the quality of FHA/HERO chapters.

FHA/HERO, in turn, can extend and supplement the

learning provided in the classroom.
A policy statement from the United States Office of
Education (6) has endorsed the six national vocational student organizations, namely. Distributive Education Clubs
of America, Future Farmers of America, Future Homemakers
of America and Home Economics Related Occupations, Future
Business Leaders of America, Office of Education Association, and Vocational Industrial Clubs of America.

These

national organizations provide technical and supportive
services to assist local vocational student organizations
and state agencies in their efforts to improve the quality
and relevance of instruction.

The national organizations

also help students to develop leadership, to enhance citizenship responsibilities, and to provide other wholesome
experiences for youth.

In the policy statement it was
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emphasized that increased efforts on the part of the state
education agencies to recognize and encourage the growth
and development of the vocational student organizations
are highly important and deserve the support of all leaders
in American education.
Statement of the Problem
The major problem was to decide upon the format for
instructing home economics prestudent teachers in a competency based program.

The study was developed in four parts.

The first part was to develop an instructional module focusing on the incorporation of

FHA/HERO

into the secondary

vocational home economics instructional curriculum.

The

second problem was to develop a teacher instructional
lesson plan based on the module.

The third major problem

was to determine whether the pre and post cognitive achievement test scores of the home economics prestudent teachers
in the module and teacher taught groups were different and
to compare the posttest scores of students in both groups.
The fourth major problem was to determine whether the pre
and post attitude scale scores of the home economics prestudent teachers in the modular instructed and teacher
taught groups were different and to compare post attitude
scores of students in both groups.
Purpose of the Study
The study revolved around developing instructional
materials pertaining to incorporating FHA/HERO into the

classroom.

These materials were designed for use with home

economics prestudent teachers enrolled in Home Economics
Education 432, Methods of Teaching Home Economics, at Texas
Tech University.

The study was based on the following pur-

poses:
1.

To develop a questionnaire to gather feedback

from in-service home economics teachers regarding the concepts they believed were needed to be included in the instructional module and the teacher's instructional lesson
plan used with the prestudent teachers.
2.
FHA/HERO

To gather information concerning incorporating

into the home economics curriculum.
3.

To develop activities and to organize malterials

into an instructional module designed to clarify the concept of integrating FHA/HERO into the secondary curriculum
which was used with students in the module instructed group.
4.

To develop a lesson plan and teach a lesson

based on the module to the teacher taught group.
5.

To develop a cognitive achievement test to mea-

sure the effectiveness of the instructional module and of
the teacher taught lesson.
6.

To develop a Likert-type scale to measure atti-

tudes of home economics prestudent teachers toward incorporating

FHA/HERO

7.

into the secondary home economics curriculum

To evaluate the effectiveness of the module and

teacher taught lesson by comparing the results of cognitive

achievement test scores and attitude scale scores for students in the module and teacher taught groups.
Scope and Limitations
The study was conducted in March and April, 1976, in
three Home Economics Education 432, Methods of Teaching Home
Economics, classes at Texas Tech University.

Home Economics

Education 432 is designed to provide relevant learning experiences on selecting, using, analyzing, and evaluating
teaching methods and techniques used in vocational home economics programs.

The students in the classes drew numbers

to determine if they were in the module instructed or the
teacher taught group to receive instruction concerning incorporating
riculum.

FHA/HERO

into the secondary home economics cur-

Half of the students in each class worked through

the module while the other half received teacher instruction.
Students were administered the cognitive achievement test
and attitude scale before instruction began.

These same in-

struments were used to determine post cognitive achievement
test scores and to assess post attitude scale scores following the two modes of instruction.
Hypotheses
The following null hypotheses were tested in the
study:
1.

There is no significant difference between the

mean pre and mean post cognitive achievement test scores
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regarding incorporating FHA/HERO into the curriculum for
students in the total sample.
2.

There is no significant difference between the

mean post cognitive achievement test scores regarding incorporating FHA/HERO into the curriculum for students following instruction in the module and the teacher taught groups.
3.

There is no significant difference between the

mean pre and mean post attitude scale scores regarding incorporating

FHA/HERO

into the curriculum for students in

the total sample.
4.

There is no significant difference between the

mean post attitude scale scores regarding incorporating FHA/
HERO into the curriculum for students following instruction
in the module instructed and teacher taught groups.
5.

There is no significant difference in the mean

differential pre and post cognitive test scores regarding
incorporating FHA/HERO into the curriculum for students in
the module and teacher taught groups.
6.

There is no significant difference in the mean

differential pre and post attitude scale scores regarding
incorporating

FHA/HERO

into the curriculum for students in

the module and the teacher taught groups.
Treatment of the Data
Data collected in the study were treated statistically in the following manner:

1.

The significance of differences between pre-

test cognitive achievement test scores, posttest cognitive
achievement test scores, pre attitude scale scores, post
attitude scale scores, and mean differential scores was
assessed through the use of the t^-test.
2.

Reliability of the evaluation instrument was

determined through the use of a split-half correlation between odd and even post cognitive achievement test items
and post attitude scale items using the Pearson productmoment coefficient of correlation.

The Spearman-Brown

Prophecy Formula was used to step up the half length correlation to expected full length values.
All statistical analyses were made through use of
computer programs at the Computer Center on the Texas Tech
University campus.

Differences were judged to be signifi-

cant if they were at the .05 level or beyond.
Definition of Terms
For the purpose of the study, the following terminology was used:
1.

Cognitive achievement test - an evaluation in-

strument designed to measure achievement of cognitive behavioral objectives at the appropriate levels of learning
regarding incorporating FHA/HERO into the secondary home
economics curriculum.
2.

Attitude scale - a Likert-type instrument with

response options ranging from very strong agreement along
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a continuum to very strong disagreement used to assess
feelings and attitudes in the affective domain toward incorporating

FBA/HERO

into the secondary home economics

curriculum.
3.

Module - an individualized instructional packet

covering the incorporation of FHA/HERO into the secondary
home economics curriculum designed for use with the module
instructed group.
4.

Future Homemakers of America (FHA) - the national

vocational youth organization of secondary students in homemaking and consumer education and home economics related
occupations courses in the United States, Puerto Rico, the
Virgin Islands, and American schools overseas.

The organi-

zation is co-sponsored by the American Home Economics Association and the United States Office of Education.
5.

Home Economics Related Occupations (HERO) -

those FHA chapters which place major emphasis on the preparation of students for jobs and careers in occupations related to home economics, with the recognition that individuals also fill the multiple roles of homemakers, wageearners, and community leaders.
6.

Future Farmers of America (FFA) - the national

organization of, by, and for secondary students enrolled in
vocational agriculture under the provisions of the National
Vocational Education Act.

Since its founding FFA has been

an important part of the public school program of vocational
agriculture/agribusiness.
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7.

Impact - the format used to increase enthusiasm

and to provide a base for organization in planning projects
and activities by the use of symbols.

Steps are identified

to help plan in-depth group projects providing a way to
relate class lessons with chapter activities.

Impact helps

students and teachers cooperatively plan group or class
FHA/HERO activities.
8.

Encounter - a prograim planned by FHA/HERO mem-

bers themselves to replace the old degree plan to make it
more creative, more individualized, and more applicable in
a changing society.

The three levels of Encounter are:

myself and FHA; family, school, and community; and preparation for adulthood.

Encounter encompasses an individual

plan for personal growth.
9.
FHA/HERO

Advisor - a teacher who supervises or sponsors

or FFA in the local school.

One or more of the

home economics or vocational agriculture teachers are known
as the local chapter advisors.

CHAPTER II
REVIEW OF LITERATURE
Literature was reviewed to examine the use of Competency-based Teacher Education, to identify the role of
Future Homemakers of America/Home Economics Related Occupations as an integral part of the home economics curriculum,
to determine the preparation needed of an

FHA/HERO

advisor,

to review the attitudes of advisors toward FHA/HERO, and to
relate competency-based teacher education to FHA/HERO.
Competency-Based Teacher Education
Houston and Howsam (7) have stated that competencybased teacher education (CBTE) has risen from the emphasis
on goal orientation and individualization.

The three char-

acteristics essential for a CBTE program are learning objectives, accountability, and personalization.

Houston and

Howsam have cited competency to mean "the ability to do" as
opposed to the traditional emphasis on "the ability to demonstrate knowledge."

(7:3)

Houston and Howsam (7) support the competency-based
teacher education theory that the focus for evaluation or
accountability is based on the student's attainment of a set
of objectives.

The criteria are established and the empha-

sis shifts to the student to meet the criteria to attain
certification.
12
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Rosner and Kay (8) have stated that competencybased teacher education (CBTE) and certification are the
most influential and important developments in the effort
to advance the process of education.

Several predictions

have been made concerning CBTE:
1.

Long range (10 years) - To improve quality of
instruction in the nation's schools as a consequence of improved teacher education.

2.

Intermediate range (4-10 years) - To prepare
knowledgeable and skillful teachers in a curriculum whose elements have been tested for
validity against criteria of school effectiveness.

3.

Short range (0-4 years) - To identify tentative
teacher competencies, to prepare instructional
materials and evaluation procedures, and to
establish conditions to validate the teacher
education curricula and promote teacher behavior research.

4.

Almost immediate - Stronger relationships between teacher educators, public schools, and
the organized teaching profession. Greater
student satisfaction with CBTE progrcims. Increased accountability of teacher education
programs. (8:294)

In 1976, Andreyka and Blank (9), of the VocationalTechnical and Career Educational Department at Florida State
University, reported that national involvement in competencybased teacher education includes over 30 states reporting
either legislative or administrative support for CBTE or
studying the concept seriously.

A hundred teacher education

institutions reported either total CBTE programs or alternative programs.

At least 20 national centers or groups

have as their primary function to promote the CBTE movement.
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Andreyka and Blank (9) have expressed the opinion
that as the competency-based teacher education movement gains
in credibility, many departments of education in universities,
teacher centers, school districts, and individual institutions
will move to develop CBTE programs of their own.

To help make

CBTE work, Andreyka and Blank developed an instrument for
evaluation of CBTE programs by listing what they believed were
the minimum essential elements of a CBTE program.

A minimum

of 22 essential program elements were identified in the following 7 areas:
Program Design and Development
Competency Identification
Competency Assessment Criteria
Learning Activities
Competency Assessment Procedure
Program Implementation and Operation
Program Evaluation

(9:35)

The instrument developed incorporating these 7 areas of competence has proven effective in that it fosters objective
program evaluations to determine if minimum essential program elements are present.
Crabtree (10) has reported the results of a national
workshop held in February, 1974, in Ames, Iowa, which was
sponsored by the American Home Economics Association.

Five

general areas of home economics competencies were identified
as follows:
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1.

Educational Philosophy in Home Economics The participant will formulate and com-nunicate internally consistent professional beliefs based on philosophies of home economcs
and of education in the context of contemporary society.

2.

Professional Role in Home Economics - The
participant will demonstrate ability to fulfill the professional role of the home economics educator as a facilitator of learning,
counselor, tesim member, communicator and
interpreter, a liaison with the community,
and a member of the profession.

3.

Program Planning for Education in Home Economics - The participant will collect and
analyze relevant information that has implications for a given home economics program.

4.

The Educative Process in Home Economics The participant will use communication skills
in an educative setting to facilitate learning.

5.

Research in Home Economics and Education The participant will recognize and appreciate
the role of research in facilitating the
teaching and learning process and in expanding
knowledge. (10:28)
Module verses Traditional Instruction

Various approaches to competency-based teacher education being tried out are primarily module and traditional
instruction.

McCombs (11) conducted a study at Texas Tech

University involving 63 home economics senior women enrolled
in Home Economics Education 434, Current Issues and Developments in Home Economics Education.

About one-half of the

students in the sample had completed student teaching while
the other half of the sample had not yet completed student
teaching.

Students were randomly selected for module or
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teacher taught groups to study concepts pertaining to departmental management.

McCombs found no significant dif-

ference between mean cognitive achievement test gain scores
of students in either the module or teacher taught groups.
However, the students who had completed student teaching
scored significantly higher (< .05) on the cognitive achievement posttest than those who had not student taught.

There

was a significant difference (< .001) between the mean postassessment attitude scale scores of the module instructed
group and the teacher taught group concerning management
subject matter.

The teacher taught group scored higher than

the module instructed group on the attitude scale developed
and administered by McCombs.
Zellner (12) conducted a study in 1975 at Texas Tech
University involving 25 home economics education students
who had completed student teaching and were enrolled in Home
Economics Education 434, Current Issues and Development in
Home Economics Education.

The students were randomly divided

into module instructed and teacher taught groups to receive
instruction in communication techniques for interpreting
home economics programs and providing information to the
public.

Zellner also found no significant difference in the

mean posttest scores on the public relations test for the
module instructed group as compared with the teacher taught
group.

In addition, there was no significant difference in

the mean differential scores on the public relations test
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for the module instructed group as compared with the teacher
taught group.

Zellner concluded that both methods of imple-

menting competency-based teacher education appear to be
equally effective for helping students gain competence in
public relations and communication techniques.

Zellner sug-

gested that students could be allowed to choose the method
of instruction most consistent with their particular style
of learning.
Blair (13) also conducted a similar study at Texas
Tech University involving 40 college students enrolled in a
junior level course. Home Economics Education 331, Principles
of Vocational Home Economics.

The students were randomly

selected for modular instruction or teacher taught groups to
study subject matter pertaining to Home Economics Cooperative Education (HECE).

Blair found a significant difference

(<.001) between the cognitive achievement pretest and posttest scores of students participating in both experimental
groups.

However, there was no significant difference in cog-

nitive achievement posttest scores for the module instructed
group compared to the teacher taught group.

Blair developed

a scale designed to measure attitudes toward teaching in a
HECE program.

There was a significant difference (< .05)

between pre and post attitude scale gain scores of students
in both experimental groups.

Students participating in the

teacher taught group had more positive attitudes toward
teaching in a HECE program after instruction.

Blair
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concluded that both teaching strategies appeared to be effective in helping prospective student teachers gain in
knowledge pertaining to the HECE program.

However, neither

the module instructed nor the teacher taught approach appeared to be more effective than the other.

The teacher

taught approach seems to be more important in affecting
attitudes than it is in affecting cognitive achievement.
Heller and Dale (14) conducted a study involving 56
undergraduate students at the University of Wisconsin at
Whitewater.

The students were enrolled in a course entitled

Psychology of an Exceptional Child.

The students were ran-

domly selected to receive instruction through the nine different modules developed for the course or to receive traditional teacher taught lessons.

No significant difference

was found in scores obtained from an attitude instrument
given to students in both groups.

This instrument was ad-

ministered to assess instructor effectiveness.

Heller and

Dale concluded that it is possible to experiment with learning modules in a traditional college of education framework.
They also suggested the course be taught using a combination
of module and teacher taught lessons.
Future Homemakers of America/Home Economics Related
Occupations as Part of the Home
Economics Curriculum
Williamson and Lyle (15) have defined the home economics curriculum as those experiences in personal and home
living for which the school accepts responsibility and
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provides guidance.

Jones (18) reported the object of the

Future Homemakers of America organization is to help individuals improve personal, family, and community living
through organized programs as part of the home economics
education programs in the schools.
In a Policy Statement (6) issued in 1974, the United
States Office of Education recognized the educational programs and philosophies held by the following vocational education student organizations as being an integral part of
the vocational education system:
Distributive Education Clubs of America (DECCA)
Future Farmers of America (FFA)
Future Homemakers of America/Home Economics
Related Occupations (FHA/HERO)
Future Business Leaders of America (Phi Beta
Lambda)
Office of Education Association
Vocational Industrial Clubs of America (VICA)
The policy represented the position of United States Office
of Education that these vocational student organizations are
highly important and deserve the recognition and encouragement of state education agencies for growth and development.
Davidson's (16) research at Texas Woman's University
in 1974 included among the purposes to determine the extent
home economics advisors had included the Future Homemakers
of America Program of Work as learning experiences in the
secondary home economics program and the extent of emphasis
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given to FHA in the home economics programs on the university level.

The Scimple included 156 teacher-advisors, 401

student FHA members, and 36 teacher educators.

The three

groups responded positively to FHA as a vital organization
with a program of work providing enrichment and stimulation
for growth in learning now and in the future.

Davidson's

findings relevant to this researcher's study were as follows about the relationship of the FHA Program of Work and
curriculum planning for secondary home economics education:
1.

In forty percent of the schools there was more

than one teacher having responsibilities for FHA.

When

there was more than one home economics teacher in a school,
the FHA was more frequently integrated into classroom activities.
2.

A majority of the home economics prograuns in

the study were integrated with classroom learning experiences related in the FHA Program of Work.
3.

More than three-fourths of the teacher-advisors

included FHA as part of the classroom experience.
4.

A majority of the teachers indicated business

and program meetings were held during class periods.
5.
with

Teacher educators need to have had experiences

FHA/HERO

or be interested in learning more about the

contributions of the organization to curriculum planning.
6.

Various periodicals were used by teacher-

advisors to incorporate

FHA/HERO

into the curriculum.
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Preparation of a Future Homemakers of America/Home
Economics Related Occupations Advisor
Williams (17) reported in a thesis that Future Homemakers of America/Home Economics Related Occupations is considered an integral part of the home economics program, having a definite bearing on the responsibilities of the home
economics teachers who serve as chapter advisors.

Sponsors

should be interested, enthusiastic, and qualified by disposition, temperment, ability, training, and experience to
achieve the educational goals for which they are responsible in a student activity program.
In Jones' (18) thesis concerned with the preparation
of the Future Homemakers of America/Home Economics Related
Occupations advisor, she identified specific problems reported by

FHA/HERO

chapter advisors.

Problems centered

around understanding the purposes of the organization, the
duties of an advisor, the prograim of work, and the Encounter
growth prograim.

Other major problems included knowing par-

liamentary procedure and understanding the responsibilities
of the chapter officers and committee chairpersons.
Jones (18) found that teachers educated in specific
fields, such as home economics, need preparation in education institutions for activity sponsorship, especially for
advising in those organizations related to subject matter
fields.

She suggested that this preparation be provided in

methods courses.

Prospective teachers were found to have

benefited for their roles as advisors from participation in
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their own college activities.

However, the majority of

preparation for sponsorship duties was learned during student teaching.
Attitudes of Advisors Toward Future Homemakers of
America/Home Economics Related Occupations
and Other Youth Organizations
Combs and Todd (19), in vocational agriculture, have
expressed the opinion that priorities given to activities
are determined by attitudes which have been influenced by
the background and teaching experiences of the teacher.
Agriculture educators dedicated to promoting quality programs in vocational agriculture should be concerned about
the influence of attitudes of prospective teachers.

Combs

and Todd predicted a high correlation between the attitudes
of teachers toward a certain activity and their performance
as advisors for that activity.
Comb's and Todds' (19) study was designed to determine the differences aunong attitudes of experienced agriculture teachers who had taught for ten or more years, agriculture teachers who had taught only one year, and agriculture education students preparing to become teachers.

Major

findings from their forty-item attitudinal inventory related
to the Future Farmers of America (FFA) showed that experienced teachers had a positive reaction toward using regular
class time for FFA activities.

There were significant dif-

ferences among all three groups in the sample.

First year

teachers and agriculture education students expressed a
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negative reaction, with the students giving the most negative response.

Experienced teachers had the least positive

reaction toward FFA chapters allowing sales projects and
construction of articles in the shop as an effective way to
finance the agricultural mechanics program.

The response

of the experienced teachers was significantly different
from the response of the agricultural education students.
Combs and Todd (19) recommended that there should
be a unity of attitude about the Future Farmers of America
prograim among persons involved in agricultural education.
Prestudent and in-service education should be directed toward educating teachers with the proper attitudes for conducting quality programs.

Since persons preparing to become

teachers have definite attitudes toward teaching vocational
agriculture, recruitment efforts should be directed toward
obtaining persons with a good background for the profession.
This observation of attitudes toward FFA can be related to
the attitudes of home economics advisors toward Future Homemakers of America/Home Economics Related Occupations.
Newcomb (20) has written that the cornerstone of the
youth organization is and must be the advisor.

The success

of the organization or lack of it is directly related to the
competency and commitment of the local advisor.

The local

advisor is responsible for the success or failure of the
youth organization.

Future Farmers of America is a compo-

nent part of vocational agriculture which would result in
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an incomplete program if ignored.
Williams (17) drew several conclusions from her study
of attitudes and opinions of home economics advisors toward
Future Homemakers of America/Home Economics Related Occupations.

The attitudes and interest of the majority of the

advisors answering questionnaires tended to be more favorable
than unfavorable in relation to members, their homes, and
families; the school and community; and the home economics
prograim.

The majority of advisors considered the greatest

contributions of

FHA/HERO

to be in the development and im-

provement of members, in service to the school and community,
and in the improvement or enhancement of the home economics
prograon.

The attitudes and interest of advisors grew sig-

nificantly more favorable as the age, years of teaching, and
advisor experience increased.
Volungis (21), at the University of Delaware, conducted a study in 1974 to identify the factors affecting the
attitudes of home economics teachers toward Future Homemakers
of America/Home Economics Related Occupations.

Less than

half of the 149 home economics teachers in the sample had
been introduced to
ration.

FHA/HERO

during pre-service teacher prepa-

Volungis recommended that prospective home economics

teachers be given the opportunity to learn about

FHA/HERO,

that joint research relating to integrating activities into
the curriculum should be conducted with other vocational organizations, and that workshops for in-service teachers should
be held.
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Integrating Future Homemakers of America/Home Economics
Related Occupations into the Classroom
The FHA/HERO National Headquarters (22) has issued
the following program requirements for integrating Future
Homemakers of America/Home Economics Related Occupations
into the home economics curriculum:
1.

FHA/HERO be presented as a part of the total

home economics program to students, parents, and administrators.
2.

There be orientation in each class so that every-

one understands what FHA/HERO is, its relationship to class,
and how

FHA/HERO

as an organization functions through class

activities to expand learnings and to develop the leadership potential of members.
3.
join

Members in class who do not want to pay dues to

FHA/HERO

understand that chapter learning experiences

are also home economics class activities and that there is
a common goal. At the same time, members who do not pay dues
need to understand that

FHA/HERO

members have privileges

which they do not have.
4.

That a structure for electing officers within

a class needs to be formulated, depending on the way and
extent to which chapter and class activities are correlated.
5.

Some provision for participation in FHA/HERO may

be made for eligible members who are not in class, keeping
in mind that everyone who is eligible does not belong due to
different circumstances.

Therefore, an analysis of how to
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reach a greater percentage of those eligible may be important .
6.

Each chapter has to analyze its own school situ-

ation and devise a plan unique to that home economics program and school situation.
7.

FHA/HERO

maintains its identity as an organiza-

tion while at the same time functioning as a part of home
economics education.
Reel (4), the current executive director of the
Future Homemakers of America and Home Economics Related
Occupations, has expressed the opinion that as an integral
part of home economics secondary education, FHA/HERO chapters encourage youth to branch out in a variety of directions for self-growth.

FHA/HERO

can strengthen the home

economics program in the secondary school and give new opportunities to students and advisors in the following ways:
1.

Its openness and informality provides for free-

dom of expression, sharing of thoughts, and a closer teacherstudent relationship.
2.

It provides opportunities for youth to plan and

to work with other youth, developing action programs around
their own needs and interests.
3.

It offers a new role for teachers.

They become

advisors, facilitators, and counselors helping youth discover their own potential.
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4.

It is a laboratory for learning how to get

things accomplished through group action and for gaining
experience in being both a leader and a follower.
5.

It adds new emphasis to what is done in class

and broadens the horizons of home economics.
6.

It provides opportunities for youth to work with

youth and adults beyond the confines of the local school.
Youth may participate at state and national levels, thus,
expanding their horizons.
Henes (5), a Future Homemaker of America/Home Economics Related Occupations advisor, believes that home economics classes can contribute to the quality of the FHA/HERO
chapter and in turn

FHA/HERO

can extend and supplement the

learning provided in the classroom.

The exact procedure for

integrating the two programs varies from school to school
but basically, three factors:

learning, guidelines, and

procedure are needed for the total plan.

One way to provide

integration in five phases as outlined by Henes is as follows :
1.

The first step is teaching a one week FHA unit
to all Home Economics I classes.

2.

The second step is planning coordinated projects between FHA and the home economics classroom.

3.

Assistants are the third element that has been
used effectively to integrate home economics
and FHA. Part of their time is spent on individual FHA responsibilities, the rest in coordinating FHA and classroom activities.
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4.

The fourth idea is an FHA workroom serving as
a place to work on FHA projects.

5.

The fifth idea is coordinating home experiences
with FHA Encounter. (5:49)

These five steps are so interrelated that absence of one
part may detract from the complete home economics education
program.

The challenge is to provide educational opportuni-

ties beyond the classroom.
The Dallas Independent School District (23) has set
up a structure to help make Future Homemakers of America/
Home Economics Related Occupations an integral part of the
total homemaking program with maximum student involvement.
The following are some of the characteristics of this program:
1.

FHA/HERO

is presented as a part of homemaking
in each class.

2.

Main chapter relationships and organization
begins within the class, but action may extend
beyond class into the community.

3.

Each class has independent officers who help
coordinate whole FHA/HERO chapter.

4.

Major activities are planned and held in class,
but chapter coordinating committees may need to
meet outside of class.

5.

Impact and Encounter activities may
correlate with or be a part of homemaking class
assignments.

6.

in-class activities need not revolve
around a structural meeting.

7.

Homemaking classes are interesting and more
relevant when students participate in decisionmaking process about what needs to be learned.

FHA/HERO

FHA/HERO
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8.

In-class FHA/HERO activities provide opportunity
for all students to assume leadership and become
involved as a participant rather than a spectator.

9.

The teacher can serve more as an advisor when
students are allowed to assume more responsibility to direct their own learning.

10.

Teacher's function is to supervise and redirect
students in reaching goals. (23:2)

Competencies Needed in Working with Future Homemakers
of America/Home Economics Related Occupations
Macrae (24) reported in a thesis completed in 1973
at Florida State University that there were 121 competencies
vocational home economics teachers considered important.
Fifty percent of the sample considered coordinating Future
Homemaker of America/Home Economics Related Occupations
experiences with other school activities as essential.
Seventy percent of the home economics teachers believed it
was essential to work effectively with FHA/HERO officers to
help them assume responsibilities.

Sixty-five percent of

the sample believed it was essential to assist FHA/HERO
delegates in preparing for attendance at meetings such as
those on the state and national levels.
The America Home Economics Association (25) has
selected competencies and criteria to assist teacher educators as they help teachers and student teachers integrate
the Future Homemakers of America into the total home economics program.

These competencies are as follow:
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Competencv A: The participant will demonstrate
the ability to relate the structure and function
of the Future Homemakers of America organization
to home economics education as an integral part
of the curriculum.
Competencv B: The participant will demonstrate
ability to use a variety of resources available
to F H A / H E R O members and advisers.
Competencv C: The participant will demonstrate
the ability to involve individuals and/or groups
in cooperative planning.
Competencv D: The participant will analyze the
role of the Future Homemakers of America in
society. (25:4-6)
Summary
Educators tend to agree that competency-based teacher
education prograims are a possible alternative for improving
traditional teacher preparation programs.

None of the re-

search studies reviewed showed statistically significant
differences in cognitive achievement test scores for students in the module or teacher taught groups.

However, in

several studies the teaching strategy was related to students' attitudes toward the subject matter.

Generally,

those students receiving teacher taught lessons had more
favorable attitudes.
Literature revealed that home economics teacher educators and advisors have positive attitudes toward incorporating Future Homemakers of America/Home Economics Related
Occupations into the curriculum.

Competencies have been

identified to assist teacher educators as they prepare
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college students and in-service teachers for incorporating
FHA/HERO

into the secondary curriculum.

CHAPTER III
METHODS AND PROCEDURES
The study was conducted to determine if module instruction regarding incorporating Future Homemakers of
America/Home Economics Related Occupations into the secondary home economics curriculum had greater effect on cognitive achievement test scores and attitude scale scores than
did a teacher taught lesson on the same topic.

Elements

necessary to implement the study included developing the
following:

a questionnaire to help identify content regard-

ing incorporating

FHA/HERO

into the secondary home economics

curriculum to be included in the module and teacher taught
lesson, a module and teacher lesson plan, a cognitive evaluation instrument, and an attitude scale.
Development of the Questionnaire
To help narrow down the amount of information needed
to develop a module regarding incorporating Future Homemakers of America/Home Economics Related Occupations into
the secondary home economics curriculum the researcher developed a questionnaire for home economics teachers to rate
concepts they believed prestudent teachers needed to know.
The questionnaire also contained short discussion questions
giving the teachers an opportunity to express opinions and
suggestions.
32
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Forty questionnaires were distributed to secondary
home economics teachers in the Lubbock Independent School
District and to secondary home economics teachers from
towns in West Texas who were enrolled in a graduate course.
Home Economics Education 536, Problems in Home Economics
Education, at Texas Tech University.
naires were completed and returned.

Thirty-two questionMany ideas received

from the teachers were incorporated into the module.

The

questionnaire is found in Appendix A.
The five items that ranked highest in importance to
the teachers in terms of being concepts prestudent teachers
should study were:
Knowing basic
Organizing

FHA/HERO

FHA/HERO

structure

class chapters

Using Impact
Using the Encounter booklet
Having more information about how to use Encounter
Development of the Instructional Module
Based on information gained through the review of
literature, the questionnaire, and Future Homemakers of
America/Home Economics Related Occupations materials distributed by the state and national officers a conceptual framework was formulated for the instructional module.

The for-

mat developed by Houston and Howsam (7) at the University of
Houston was adapted for the purposes of the study.

The steps
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followed by the researcher to develop the module were as
follows:
1.

To divide the module into three sections based

on information obtained from teachers who answered the
questionnaire.
ture of
rating

FHA/HERO
FHA/HERO

The three parts of the module were:

struc-

in the home economics curriculum, incorpointo the home economics curriculum, and

using Impact and Encounter in the classroom.
2.

To write behaviorial objectives in the cogni-

tive domain for each section of the module.
3.

To incorporate into the module subject matter

content gathered from the review of literature, home economics supervisors, the questionnaire, and state and national

FHA/HERO

4.

pamphlets and periodicals.

To plan enabling exercises developed to assist

the learner in the attainment of the objectives.

The exer-

cises included audio tapes, case studies, charts, and readings to enrich the experience of modular learning.
To assess the content validity of the module, it
was submitted to two faculty members in the Department of
Home Economics Education at Texas Tech University.

They

were asked to check that the concepts, behaviorial objectives, and enabling activities were interrelated.

They

were also asked to criticize the module for clarity of wording and directions.

The researcher revised the module be-

fore implementing it with students.
Appendix B.

The module is found in
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The module was distributed by two faculty members
in the Department of Home Economics Education at Texas Tech
University to the module instructed group following administration of a pre cognitive achievement test and a pre
attitude scale pertaining to incorporating Future Homemakers of America/Home Economics Related Occupations into
the secondary home economics curriculum.

The students were

allowed to work on the module outside of class and were
encouraged to utilize materials available to carry out the
exercises in each of the sections.

The students in the

module instructed group worked on their own at their own
pace until they returned to class to take the posttest at
the same time as the teacher taught group.
Development of the Teacher Lesson Plan
Subject matter in the module was presented by the
researcher to the students in the teacher taught group by
a traditional form of teaching.

The lesson plan was devel-

oped using the conceptual framework and the behavioral objectives formulated for the module.

Two one-and-a-half

hour class periods were used in two classes and two onehour classes were used in a third class to teach the lesson.

The pre and the post cognitive and attitude instru-

ments were administered on the same days to both experimental groups in each of these classes.

The instructors

for these classes administered the instruments.
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Preparation of the Cognitive Achievement Test
An evaluative instrument developed by the researcher
was utilized as a pre and posttest in the study.

A table of

specifications or grid was developed to establish the content validity of the cognitive achievement test.

Approxi-

mately the same weight was given to test questions relating
to the behavioral objectives established for the first two
sections of the module.

More emphasis was given to test

questions relating to the behavioral objectives established
for the third section of the module.

This was done because

the in-service teachers responding to the questionnaire indicated that using Impact, using the Encounter booklet, and
having more information about how to use Encounter were three
of the five concepts it is necessary to know regarding incorporating

FHA/HERO

into the secondary curriculum.

Each

objective in the module was measured by test questions at
corresponding levels in the cognitive domain.

The Table of

Specifications is found in Appendix C.
A panel of judges consisting of three faculty members in the Department of Home Economics Education at Texas
Tech University also evaluated the test to assess it for
content validity.

Panel members were asked to check the

table of specifications to be sure test questions measured
the behavioral objectives they were designated to measure.
When utilized as a pretest the instrument was designed to
measure cognitive knowledge held by the students regarding
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incorporating Future Homemakers of America/Home Economics
Related Occupations into the curriculum before module or
teacher instruction on the topic.

When used as a posttest

the instrument measured the achievement of the stated behavioral objectives after instruction.

Since the teacher

taught lesson plan was based on the objectives of the module,
it can be assumed that the validity of the test was established for both experimental groups.

The test is found in

Appendix D.
Reliability of the cognitive achievement test was
assessed using the scores of the posttest administered to
the saimple. A split half correlation between odd and even
test items was determined by using the Pearson product
moment coefficient of correlation. A correlation of .25 was
determined.

This was the reliability for a half-length test,

and this was not significant at the .05 level (actual signifi
cant level .07). The Spearman-Brown Prophecy Formula was
then used to step up the half-length value of the correlation to expected full length value.

Using this technique

a reliability coefficient of .40 was determined which is
significant at the .05 level.

The low correlation between

odd and even posttest items was due to the fact that seven
of the thirty-four students had a difference of seven or
more points between the odd and even scores on their posttests.

This may be due to the question on Impact that was

a two part question.

The first part asked for the Impact
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symbols, and the second part involved planning an activity
using the symbols.

A student could receive six points on

the Impact symbols (odd) and not receive any points for the
activity (even) or visa versa.

Six of these seven students

also scored lower than the mean on the post cognitive
achievement test.
Preparation of the Attitude Scale
A Likert-type scale was developed by the researcher
to assess attitudes regarding incorporating Future Homemakers of America/Home Economics Related Occupations into
the curriculum.

The attitude scale is found in Appendix E.

The first scale was made before the actual module was completed and was submitted to two faculty members in the Department of Home Economics Education at Texas Tech University to assess whether it measured the attitudes it was
designed to measure.

Upon the completion of the module the

attitude scale was revised to include only response items
pertaining to content included in the module.

The scale was

then administered to a panel of judges consisting of three
faculty members in the Department of Home Economics Education at Texas Tech University and six secondary home economics teachers in Texas.

The scale was revised according

to suggestions made by the panel of judges in regard to
clarity of wording, content, and whether the statements measured positive or negative attitudes.
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The scale was administered to the total sample as
a pre and post attitude scale.

The Likert scale character-

ized by a five point rating system designates numerical
values of five for strongly agree, four for mildly agree,
three for undecided, two for mildly disagree, and one for
strongly disagree for positively worded items.
reversed for negatively worded items.

Scoring was

The attitude scale

consisted of sixteen positively worded statements and ten
negatively worded statements so that the highest possible
score was 130. A neutral score on every item would yield
a total score of seventy-eight.
Reliability of the attitude scale was assessed using
the post attitude scale scores of students in the saonple.
A split half correlation between odd and even items was determined using the Pearson product moment coefficient of
correlation and the Spearman-Brown Prophecy Formula.

A cor-

relation of .97 was obtained for the reliability for a halflength test and was significant at the .001 level.

The

Spearman-Brown Prophecy Formula was then used to step up
the half-length value of the correlation to expected full
length value.

The reliability coefficient of .98 was de-

termined which is significant at the .001 level.
Source of Subjects
The two experimental groups in the study consisted
of thirty-four college students enrolled in three classes
of a senior level home economics education course. Methods
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of Teaching Home Economics, at Texas Tech University.

The

students in the classes drew numbers to determine if they
were in the module instructed or teacher taught groups.
The behavioral objectives and subject matter were
the same for both the module instructed and teacher taught
groups.

All three classes had a micro lesson on Impact and

Encounter before instruction.
Treatment of Data
The t,-test was used to determine if there was a
significant difference between the pre and post cognitive
achievement test scores for the total sample.

The saime

statistical t^-test was used to determine if there was a
significant difference between the pre and post attitude
scale scores for the total sample.
The _t-test was used to determine whether the difference between the mean cognitive posttest and mean post
attitude scores was large enough to be considered significant.

The _t-test was also used to determine the difference

between the mean differential pre and post cognitive test
scores and the difference between the mean differential pre
and post attitude scale scores.

The data were analyzed to

produce the statistic t^ which was then interpreted for significance on a probability table.

The .05 level or beyond

was considered statistically significant for the value of t^.
The Pearson product moment coefficient of correlation was used to determine the reliability of the cognitive
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achievement test and attitude scale.

The Spearman-Brown

Prophecy Formula was used to step up the half-length value
of the correlation to expected full length value on the
cognitive achievement test and attitude scale.
Data were collected from thirty-four respondents.
Data were key punched on cards and processed on an IBM computer at the Texas Tech University Computer Center.

CHAPTER IV
ANALYSIS AND INTERPRETATION OF DATA
Six null hypotheses were examined in the study.

The

sample size must be considered a limiting factor in the interpretation of the findings.
Hypothesis 1
The pre and post cognitive achievement test scores
for the module instructed and teacher taught groups were
analyzed in terms of the first hypothesis which stated:
Hypothesis 1: There is no significant difference
between the mean pre and mean post cognitive
achievement test scores regarding incorporating
F H A / H E R O into the curriculum for students in the
total saimple.
Hypothesis 1 was analyzed through the use of the
t^-test.

Table 1 summarizes the statistics related to this

hypothesis.
TABLE 1
DIFFERENCE BETWEEN MEAN PRE AND MEAN POST
COGNITIVE ACHIEVEMENT TEST SCORES OF
STUDENTS IN THE TOTAL SAMPLE

Cognitive
Tests

N

Mean
Score

Pretest

34

19.47

Posttest

34

54.52
42

_t
Value

Level
of
Significance

-16.25

.001
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On the basis of the data presented in Table 1,
Hypothesis 1 was rejected.

The value of t was significant

beyond the .001 level indicating that students in the total
sample gained a significant amount of knowledge regarding
incorporating FHA/HERO into the curriculum as a result of
instruction given on the topic.
Hypothesis 2
The post cognitive achievement test scores for both
experimental groups were analyzed in terms of the second
hypothesis which stated:
Hypothesis 2: There is no significant difference
between the mean post cognitive achievement test
scores regarding incorporating FHA/HERO into the
curriculum for students following instruction in
the module and the teacher taught groups.
Hypothesis 2 was analyzed through the use of the
_t-test.

Table 2 summarizes the statistics related in this

hypothesis.
TABLE 2
DIFFERENCE BETWEEN MEAN POSTTEST COGNITIVE ACHIEVEIMENT
TEST SCORES FOR STUDENTS IN THE MODULE INSTRUCTED
AND TEACHER TAUGHT GROUPS

Experimental
Groups
Module
Instructed

N
17

Mean
Posttest
Score

t_
Value

Level
of
Significance

54.70
.15

Teacher
Taught

17

54.35

Not significant at the .05 level or beyond.

NS*
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On the basis of the data presented in Table 2,
Hypothesis 2 was accepted.

The ;t-value was not signifi-

cant, which indicates there was no significant difference
between the posttest scores of students in the module instructed and teacher taught groups.

Therefore, it appears

the students in both groups attained approximately the same
level of competency regarding incorporating FHA/HERO into
the curriculum.
Hypothesis 3
The mean pre and post attitude scale scores for the
module instructed and teacher taught groups were analyzed
in terms of the third hypothesis which stated:
Hypothesis 3: There is no significant difference
between the mean pre and mean post attitude scale
scores regarding incorporating FHA/HERO into the
curriculum for students in the total sample.
Hypothesis 3 was analyzed through the use of the
_t-test.

Table 3 summarizes the statistics related to this

hypothesis.
TABLE 3
DIFFERENCE BETWEEN MEAN PRE AND MEAN POST ATTITUDE
SCALE SCORES FOR STUDENTS IN THE TOTAL SAMPLE

Attitude
Scale
Pre
Post

N

Mean
Score

30

94.10

30

99.70

t.
Value

Level
of
Significance

-3.46

.01
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On the basis of the analysis of the data presented
in Table 3, Hypothesis 3 was rejected.
nificant beyond the .01 level.

The t_-value was sig-

This indicates that statis-

tically significant attitude gains were made by students in
the total sample toward incorporating FHA/HERO into the
curriculum.
Hypothesis 4
The mean post attitude scale scores for both experimental groups were analyzed in terms of the fourth hypothesis which stated:
Hypothesis 4: There is no significant difference
between the mean post attitude scale scores regarding incorporating FHA/HERO into the curriculum
for students following instruction in the module
instructed and the teacher taught groups.
Hypothesis 4 was analyzed through the use of a t_test.

Table 4 summarizes the statistics related to this

hypothesis.
TABLE 4
DIFFERENCE BETWEEN MEAN POST ATTITUDE SCALE SCORES
OF STUDENTS IN THE MODULE INSTRUCTED AND
TEACHER TAUGHT GROUPS

Experimental
Groups
Module
Instructed

N

Mean
Posttest
Score

15

100.66

t_
Value

Level
of
Significance

.10
Teacher
Taught

17

100.29

*Not significant at the .05 level or beyond.

NS*
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On the basis of the data presented in Table 4,
Hypothesis 4 was accepted.
cant.

The t_-value was not signifi-

This indicates that there was no significant dif-

ference in attitude gains among students in either the
module instructed or teacher taught groups.

The mean post

attitude scale scores shown in Table 4 are based on 3 2
responses while the mean post attitude scale score shown
in Table 3 is based on responses from 30 students.

This

difference is due to the fact that 2 students did not complete the reverse side of the scale.
Hypothesis 5
The difference between the mean differential pre
and post cognitive achievement test scores regarding incorporating

FHA/HERO

into the curriculum for students in

the module instructed and teacher taught groups were analyzed in terms of the fifth hypothesis which stated:
Hypothesis 5: There is no significant difference
in the mean differential pre and post cognitive
test scores regarding incorporating FHA/HERO into
the curriculum for students in the module and the
teacher taught groups.
Hypothesis 5 was analyzed through the use of a t^test.

Table 5 summarizes the statistics related to this

hypothesis.
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TABLE 5
DIFFERENCE BETWEEN MEAN DIFFERENTIAL PFIE AND POST
COGNITIVE ACHIEVEMENT TEST SCORES FOR STUDENTS
IN THE MODULE INSTRUCTED AND TEACHER
TAUGHT GROUPS

Experimental
Groups
Module
Instructed

N

Mean
Differential
Score

17

-32.41

t
Value

Level
of
Significance

1.24
Teacher
Taught

17

NS*

-37.71

Not significant at the .05 level or beyond.
On the basis of the data presented in Table 5,
Hypothesis 5 was accepted.
cant.

The t_-value was not signifi-

This indicates that there was no statistically sig-

nificant difference in the mean differential pre and post
cognitive achievement test scores between the two experimental groups.

This indicates that there was no difference

in the knowledge gain of students in the module instructed
group as compared to the teacher taught group.
Hypothesis 6
The difference between the mean differential pre
and post attitude scale scores for students in the module
instructed and teacher taught groups were analyzed in terms
of the sixth hypothesis which stated:
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Hypothesis 6: There is no significant difference
in the mean differential pre and post attitude
scale scores regarding incorporating FHA/HERO into
the curriculum for students in the module and the
teacher taught groups.
Hypothesis 6 was analyzed through the use of the
t_-test.

Table 6 summarizes the statistics related to this

hypothesis.
TABLE 6
DIFFERENCE BETWEEN MEAN DIFFERENTIAL PRE AND POST
ATTITUDE SCALE SCORES FOR STUDENTS IN THE
MODULE AND TEACHER TAUGHT GROUPS

Module
Instructed
Teacher
Taught

N

17
17

-

Value

Level
of
Significance

.96

NS*

-Ml

Experimental
Groups

Mean
Differential
Score

.59

-12.29

'Not significant at the .05 level or beyond.
On the basis of the data presented in Taible 6,
Hypothesis 6 was accepted.
cant.

The t_-value was not signifi-

This indicates that there was no statistically sig-

nificant difference in the attitude scale gain scores of
students in the module instructed group as compared to the
teacher taught group.
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Summary
The analysis indicated that there were statistically
significant gains for all students on the cognitive achievement test regarding incorporating FHA/HERO into the secondary home economics curriculum.

There was no significant

difference in cognitive gain scores between students in the
module instructed and teacher taught groups, although there
were significant gains for all students.

This indicates

both teaching strategies were effective in teaching the
cognitive subject matter on incorporating FHA/HERO into the
secondary home economics curriculum.
The findings indicated that there were statistically
significant gains in attitude scores of students in the total
saimple.

There was no statistically significant difference

between mean post attitude scores between students in the
module instructed and teacher taught groups.

There was no

significant difference in attitude gain scores between students in the module instructed and teacher taught groups.
However, there were positive gains in attitudes for students in the total sample toward incorporating FHA/HERO
into the secondary home economics curriculum.
The preceding tables and discussion summarize the
testing of the hypotheses.

Hypotheses 1 and 3 were re-

jected, and Hypotheses 2, 4, 5, and 6 were accepted.
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CHAPTER V
SUMMARY, CONCLUSIONS, AND RECOMMENDATIONS
FOR FURTHER RESEARCH
The purposes of the chapter are to summarize the
study, to identify the major findings, and come to conclusions based on the analysis and interpretation of the data.
Recommendations for further research regarding incorporating Future Homemakers of America/Home Economic Related Occupations into the secondary home economics curriculum are
based upon the findings of the study.
Summary of the Study
The major purpose of the study was to decide upon
the format for instructing home economic prestudent teachers
in a competency-based program.

A questionnaire was developed

and distributed to secondary home economics teachers to obtain their opinions concerning concepts prestudent teachers
need to know regarding incorporating Future Homemakers of
America/Home Economics Related Occupations into the secondary home economics curriculum.

A module based on these

concepts was developed for use in the module instructed
groups.

The format for a module suggested by Houston and

Howsam (7) was used.

Behaviorial objectives were identi-

fied and written for each of three sections of the module.
Enabling activities such as audio tapes, case studies, and
charts were developed to help students reach the behaviorial
50
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objectives.

A lesson plan based on the module was developed

for use with the teacher taught group.

All of the behav-

iorial objectives and some of the enabling activities were
the same for the module instructed and teacher taught groups,
A cognitive achievement test was devised and utilized as a pretest to measure the amount of knowledge the
students had prior to instruction related to the topic.
The test was used as a posttest to measure cognitive achievement gain after instruction through the use of module or
teacher taught instruction.

The test was based upon the

behaviorial objectives with regard to the level of learning in the cognitive domain for each objective.
The attitude scale was developed to assess attitudes regarding incorporating Future Homemakers of America/
Home Economics Related Occupations into the secondary curriculum.

The attitude scale was administered as a pre at-

titude scale before instruction and again as a post attitude scale following instruction.

The attitude scale was

composed of statements related to the conceptual framework
of the module.
The participants were limited to thirty-four college students enrolled in a senior level home economics
education course. Home Economics Education 434, Methods of
Teaching Home Economics, at Texas Tech University.

The

module and teacher taught groups each consisted of seventeen students.

A pre attitude scale and cognitive
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achievement test were given to all students in both groups
before instruction.

Following instruction a post attitude

scale and cognitive achievement test were given to all students in both groups.
Data obtained from the pre and post cognitive achieve
ment test and the attitude scale were analyzed through the
use of a ^-test, the Pearson product moment coefficient of
correlation, and the Spearman-Brown Prophecy Formula.

The

null hypotheses were evaluated and rejected if the level of
significance for the difference between means was significant at the .05 level or beyond.
Findings of the Study
Findings of the study derived from the analysis
and interpretation of the data were as follows:
1.

There was a difference significant at the .001

level between the mean pre and mean post cognitive achievement test scores regarding incorporating FHA/HERO into the
curriculum for students in the total saimple.
2.

There was no significant difference between the

mean posttest cognitive achievement test scores regarding
incorporating FHA/HERO into the curriculum for students in
the module instructed and teacher taught groups.
3.

There was a significant difference at the .01

level between the mean pre and mean post attitude scale
scores regarding incorporating FHA/HERO into the curriculum
for students in the total sample.
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4.

There was no significant difference between the

mean post attitude scale scores regarding incorporating
FHA/HERO

into the curriculum for students in the module

instructed and teacher taught groups.
5.

There was no significant difference in the mean

differential pre and post cognitive test scores regarding
incorporating FHA/HERO into the curriculum for students in
the module and teacher taught groups.
6.

There was no significant difference in the mean

differential pre and post attitude scale scores regarding
incorporating FHA/HERO into the curriculum for students in
the module and teacher taught groups.
Conclusions
Due to the small saimple size, the findings of the
study make only a limited contribution to competency-based
teacher education programs and to teaching concepts pertaining to incorporating Future Homemakers of America/Home
Economics Related Occupations into the secondary home economics curriculum.

Based on the findings of the study, the

following conclusions were drawn:
1.

The teaching strategies utilized were effective

in teaching concepts related to incorporating FHA/HERO into
the secondary home economics curriculum.
2.

Both teaching strategies appeared to be equally

effective in helping prestudent teachers gain in knowledge
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regarding incorporating FHA/HERO into the secondary home
economics curriculum.
3.

Both teaching strategies appeared to be effec-

tive in helping prestudent teachers gain more positive attitudes toward incorporating FHA/HERO into the secondary
home economics curriculum.
Recommendations for Further Research
Study of the two methods of implementing competencybased education regarding incorporating FHA/HERO into the
secondary curriculum has revealed the need for further research in the following areas:
1.

Use of the same instructional materials and

teaching strategies with a larger sample to support or
refute the findings of the study.
2.

Use of the same instructional materials and

teaching strategies in another home economics education
course such as Home Economics Education 331, Principles of
Vocational Home Economics Education, taught at the junior
level.
3.

Administration of the cognitive achievement test

to in-service home economics teachers to measure their competence regarding incorporating

FHA/HERO

into the secondary

curriculum.
4.

Use of the instructional module with home eco-

nomics in-service teachers to help them incorporate FHA/
HERO into the secondary curriculum.
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5.

Administration of the attitude scale to assess

the attitudes of in-service home economics teachers regarding incorporating FHA/HERO into the secondary curriculum.
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APPENDIX A
Dear Vocational Home Economics Teacher:
For my thesis project I am developing a module related
to incorporating FHA/HERO into the classroom. You will not
be asked to test the packet, but I need your help in selecting necessary materials for the packet.
Please answer the questionnaire, add possible ideas,
and return it to me, Syd Slingerland, Evans Jr. High, within
3^ days.
Incorporating FHA/HERO into the Curriculum
In order to incorporate FHA/HERO into the curriculum what
do you feel are the most important topics an advisor might
want to know more about? Rank the following with 1_ as most
important, 2^ next in importance, etc. Do not mark any that
you think are unimportant. I welcome any additions you may
have.
Knowing basic F H A / H E R O structure
Convincing administration (selling idea of classroom
FHA/HERO
Using Impact
Using the Encounter booklet
Having more information about how to use Encounter
Selecting school chapter FHA/HERO officers and class
F H A / H E R O officers
Descriminating between paid and non-paid members
Resolving the problem of membership dues
Organizing F H A / H E R O class chapters
Others
Others
Why is there a trend toward incorporating
classroom?

FHA/HERO

Would you use

Why or why not?

FHA/HERO

in the classroom?

into the

List ways you have used F H A / H E R O in the curriculum or innovative suggestions you may have for incorporating FHA/HERO
into the curriculum.
Sincerely,
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APPENDIX B
I.

STRUCTURE OF F H A / H E R O IN THE HOME ECONOMICS CURRICULUM
Objectives:
Upon completion of this first portion of the module
you will:
1.

Cite ways of organizing F H A / H E R O classroom
chapters to fit varying school programs.

2.

Summarize advantages of integrating FHA/HERO
into the classroom.

3.

Point out ways of integrating F H A / H E R O in
classroom activities.

Key Ideas:
F H A / H E R O should be presented as a part of the total
home economics program to students, parents, and
administrators.

Chapter structure may vary from school to school
in order to reach the goal of making FHA/HERO an
integral part of the total home economics program
with maximum student involvement.
By meeting in classes more potential, leaders are
given a chance to be involved in FHA/HERO activities.
FHA/HERO IN THE TOTAL HOME ECONOMICS PROGRAM
A complete home economics program consists of three
parts:
(1) classes, (2) home experiences, and (3) FHA/
HERO.
FHA/HERO

serves as:

(1)

a source of individual achievement and development of leadership in home economics.

(2)

a public relations medium between the community and the home economics program.

(3)

an enrichment and extension of the goals of
the home economics program.
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FHA/HERO Strengthens Home Economics
Integrating FHA/HERO in the classroom can strengthen
home economics in the following ways:
- Its openness and informality provide opportunities for freedom of expression, sharing thoughts,
and a closer teacher-student relationship.
- It provides opportunities for youth to plan and
to work with other youth, developing action programs around their own needs and interests.
- It offers a new role for teachers. They become
advisers, facilitators, counselors—helping
youth discover their own potential.
- It is a laboratory for learning how to get things
accomplished through group action and for gaining
experience in being both a leader and a follower.
- It adds new emphasis to what you do in class and
broadens the horizons of home economics.
- It provides opportunities for youth to work with
youth and adults beyond the confines of the local
school. Youth may participate at state and
national levels thus, expanding their horizons.
Advantages of Integrated FHA/HERO Prograims
The trend today is toward integrating FHA/HERO activities with the classroom and home experience programs. Some
of the advantages include:
- All chapter members are able to attend the
meetings.
- More chapter members are involved in the programs,
- By meeting in classes and relating the program
topic to a unit of instruction, students see that
F H A / H E R O is correlated with classwork.
- Class meetings encourage the members to join. If
they are leary about joining, they have the opportunity to sit in on a meeting to see what goes on
and to see that FHA/HERO is a part of their class
^Reel, Mildred, "Relating FHA to the Classroom,"
Journal of Home Economics. Vol. 66 (Feb., 1974) 19-20.
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- A large group may not be condusive to a good
meeting; therefore, small groups may be more
profitable.
- Often space for large group meetings is limited
or inadequate, so the home economics classroom
is the logical place for class meetings, provided the programs are related to instruction.^
Home Economics teachers in Lubbock were asked to respond to a questionnaire as part of this thesis project.
One one part of the questionnaire, they were asked why
they use FHA/HERO in the classroom. The majority of the
responses supported this approach. The teachers responses
are summarized below.
Integrating FHA/HERO and classroom activities were
found to:
1)
2)
3)
4)
5)
6)
7)
8)

Help develop leadership and responsibility
Add a new twist to classes
Fascilitate using chapter plans and projects
as part of classwork
Reach more students and get more students
involved
Be easier to coordinate in sequence classes
than in in-depth classes
Be valuable as learning experiences
Create improved rapport among class members
Necessitate that students contribute and
cooperate

Guidelines for Integrating FHA/HERO in
the Classroom
1.

That F H A / H E R O be presented as a part of the total
home economics program to students, parents, and
administrators.

2.

There be orientation in each class so that everyone understands what FHA/HERO is, its relationship
to class, and how FHA/HERO as an organization functions through class to expand learnings and develop
the leadership potentials of members.

3.

Members in class who do not want to pay dues to
join F H A / H E R O understand chapter learning experiences are also home economics class activities and

2
The Virginia Future Homemaker, Fall, 1974.
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that there is a common goal. At the same time,
members who do not pay dues need to understand
that FHA/HERO members have privileges which they
do not have.
4.

That a structure for electing officers within a
class needs to be formulated—depending on the way
and extent to which chapter and class activities
are correlated.

5.

Some provision for participation in FHA/HERO may
be made for eligible members who are not in class,
keeping in mind that everyone who is eligible does
not belong even now due to different circumstances.
Therefore, an analysis of how to reach the greater
percentage of those eligible may be important.

6.

That each chapter has to analyze its own school
situation and devise a plan unique to that home
economics program and school situations.

7.

That F H A / H E R O maintains its identity as an organization while at the same time functioning as a part
of home economics education.

Membership Requirements
Every student who is or has been enrolled in vocational
home economics is a potential member and is eligible to join
an F H A / H E R O chapter. No other requirements would be imposed
upon a potential member.
Only members who pay dues have privileges of membership
which includes:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.

Holding offices (local, district, state,
or national)
Serving on FHA committees at any level
Voting
Attending district, state and national meeting
Wearing official pin and emblem
Receiving membership card
Participating in community activities and civic
group meetings to which FHA/HERO has been
invited to participate

"Future Homemakers of America in Large City Schools,
Chapter Structure for FHA/HERO." Dallas Independent School
District.
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8.

Enjoying other opportunities designated by
the chapter

FHA/HERO Projects in Class
Projects may be used for chapter meetings, home experiences, or in-class activities.
When deciding whether to use an idea or project in
class for a chapter meeting, as a home experience, or as
an integrated project, the following questions should be
considered:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

6.
7.

Will it fulfill a need and interest of all
classes or one class?
Will it fulfill the needs and interests of all
individuals and their families or some individuals and their families?
Will it fulfill a need and interest of the
entire chapter?
Will it contribute best to an objective of
the chapter, a class, classes, or individuals?
Can it be carried out best by a large group
such as the chapter, a smaller group such as
a class, or by individuals in cooperation with
their families?
Will class, chapter, or home best provide the
real-life situation for it?
Will the resources needed to carry it out be
most readily met in classes, homes or through
chapter community envolvement?
TECHNIQUES FOR LAUNCHING FHA/HERO

When you are a teacher trying to introduce FHA/HERO as
a part of the class program, your students, faculty, and
administrators need to be informed. The following outline
suggests techniques to help integrate FHA/HERO into classroom activities:
I.

Preparation for launching FHA/HERO in the classroom
Ideas such as the following may be used:
A.
B.
C.

Bulletin boards—in the classroom showing
relationship with curriculum.
Display cases—in the halls where those besides home economics students can be reached.
Special programs—in assemblies and PTA
Meetings.
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D.
E.
II.

Launching FHA/HERO for students
A variety of activities can be used to stimulate
student interest.
Among these would be:
A.
B.
C.

D.

E.
F.

III.

Conducting in-class workshops for a couple of
days on "What is FHA/HERO?"
Providing an "FHA/HERO Center" in department,
library, or display case. This might be
"manned" by FHA/HERO officers.
Inviting experienced members to work with
prospective members such as Big Sisters/
Little Sisters, Big Brothers/Little Brothers
Week.
Displaying and publicizing existence of past
accomplishments such as scrapbooks, pictures,
or slides in home economics room or in a
school display.
Distributing FHA/HERO National handouts in a
booth in the hall.
Using audio-visual materials available from
the state and national organization or developing your own.

Launching Membership Campaign
Chapter members may decide to:
A.

B.

IV.

Handouts and Fact Sheets such as National
FHA/HERO information—in classes.
Workshop materials—in teacher workshops and
inservice meetings.

Conduct a session to explain the use of FHA/
HERO dues. Allow former members to conduct
dues collection campaigns with school approval
of when and where.
Collect dues in one of these ways:
1. Members pay total amount
2. Member pays half—chapter pays half
3. Dues are paid through treasury from
chapter earnings
4. Members receive dues credit based on
effort expended in chapter fund raising

Designating officers/leaders
All or some of the following ideas may be used:
A.

Conduct leadership workshop including:
1. Surveying each member's view of leadership.
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4.

B.
C.
V.

Explain officer/leader qualifications and
responsibilities for various positions sought
Elect officers/leaders.

Designating Coordinating Council Representative
and Alternate
The Council will consist of representatives and
alternates from each class and will serve to:
A.
B.
C.
D.

NOTE:

Discussing several theories of leadership. Ask members which they'd like to
work with, and which they'd like to be.
Helping members assess their own leadership skills and set goals for selfimprovement by using self checklist.
Brainstorming for ideas to promote
leadership growth for individuals and
the chapter.

Determine qualifications of representatives.
Select representatives.
Determine as a school chapter what things
these representatives should bring back to
share with classes.
Charge representatives with their duties.

At some point early in the planning of your FHA/
HERO program it must be determined what your class
chapter structure will be and how it will be coordinated. These plans need to be made cooperatively in a multi-teacher situation
The following are two possible chapter/class
structures. The first one is that one recommended
by National FHA/HERO; the second is a proposed
alternate.
Recommended Chapter
Structure and Delegation of Responsibilities for launching
FHA/HERO

Complete
Overlap

•FHA/HERO is presented as a part of home economics in
each class.
-Main chapter relationships and organization begin
within the class, but action may extend beyond class
into the community.
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-Each class has independent officers who help coordinate whole FHA/HERO chapter.
-Major activities are planned and held in class, but
chapter coordinating committees may need to meet
outside of class.
-FHA/HERO Impact and Encounter activities may correlate
with or be a part of home economics class assignments.
-FHA/HERO in-class activities need not resolve around
structure meeting.
-Home economics classes are interesting and more
relevant when students participate in decisionmaking processes about what needs to be learned.
-In-class FHA/HERO activities provide opportunity for
all students to assume leadership and to become involved as participants rather than spectators.
-The teacher can serve more as an advisor when students
are allowed to assume more responsibility to direct
their own learning.
-Teacher's function is to supervise and redirect students in reaching realistic goals.

Alternate Chapter Structure and Delegation of
Responsibilities for
Launching FHA/HERO

/'/^^^^^^^^^^^Ox
(/FAJ>i/HFRQ\l

Incomplete
Overlap

Chapter Structure - Some activities are done as a class
apart from FHA/HERO and some FHA/HERO activities are
conducted outside of class.
meetings may be held outside of the class,
but there is integration of the program with classwork through committee/group work and planning and
decision-making being done both in and out of class.

-FHA/HERO

-Chapter officers are responsible for conducting chapter
meetings outside of class and coordinating and directing overall chapter plans and projects.
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-The Executive Council will be responsible for working
with members on overall chapter action and for correlating the chapter objectives to the classroom curriculum and the classroom curriculum to the chapter objectives.
-Classes may hold chapter meetings as needed.
-Class/chapter action extends into the school and
community.
Reasons for this type of Structure
-Class scheduling may eliminate some members from the
home economics classes.
-Not all class members are interested in participating
in FHA/HERO related activities.
-Members may not be able to participate due to conflict
in activities; scheduling; transportation; or work,
school, and home commitments.
-Advisors may not be willing to devote class time/
personal time to F H A / H E R O related activities.
Ways to Strengthen both Structures
-Enroll chapter officers in home economics classes or
set aside time to check with them daily.
-Plan activities which provide something for everyone—
members and non-members.
-Keep administration, counselors, and others responsible for formulating school policies and scheduling
informed of FHA/HERO action.
4
SPREAD THE WORD!

^"Chapter Structure for FHA/HERO," Dallas Independent
School District.
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NOW THAT YOU HAVE READ THROUGH THE FIRST PART OF THE MODULE
COMPLETE ACTIVITIES 1 OR 2 AND COMPLETE 3.
1.

Read one of the following plans that can be
checked out with the module in Room 154.
Answer questions on the following page. Use
a separate sheet of paper for your responses.
a)
b)
c)

Washington bulletin F-58, Plan A and Plan B.
Future Homemakers of America in Large City
Schools, Washington bulletin.
Henes, Cheryl. "Ways to Integrate FHA with
Home Economics," What's New in Home Economics,
(May/June, 1971) pp. 48-49.

2.

Listen to the tape showing how FHA/HERO was reorganized at John Jay High School in San Antonio.
This may be checked out with the module in outer
office of Room 154. Answer questions on the
following page. Use a separate sheet of paper
for your responses.

3.

Sketch an idea on an 8 1/2" x 11" sheet of paper
for a poster encouraging FHA/HERO in the classroom. Keep in mind advantages and strengths of
integrating FHA/HERO activities with classroom
activities.

AFTER COMPLETING ACTIVITY 1 OR 2, SELECT ONE OF THE FOLLOWING SITUATIONS AND MAKE THE APPROPRIATE RESPONSES ON A
SEPARATE SHEET OF PAPER TO BE TURNED IN TO YOUR TEACHER.
A.

A small rural consolidated high school has one
"useful" home economics teacher teaching Homemaking
I, Homemaking II, Homemaking III, Home and Family
Living (2 quarters), and Child Development (1 quarter) to approximately 50 students. The school has
a strong FHA chapter with only girls joining. Since
most of the students are bused they are only able
to meet during homeroom. It is possible for juniors
and seniors to have homemaking twice a day.
1.

Outline a structure this teacher might use to
incorporate FHA/HERO in the classroom.

2.

Suggest three FHA/HERO activities that may be
incorporated as part of the classroom activities.
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B.

A large city high school has four "useful" home
economics teachers plus an HECE teacher who has
a separate chapter of HERO. The FHA chapter is
fairly strong. However, most of the members are
students of the home economics teacher who was
delegated as the head advisor. The teachers have
been asked to try integrating FHA/HERO in the
classroom.
1.

Outline a structure enabling the four "useful"
teachers to integrate FHA in the classroom.

2.

Suggest three integrated classroom activities
for the FHA/HERO chapters.
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II.

INCORPORATING FHA/HERO INTO THE CURRICULUM
Objectives:
Upon completion of this second portion of the
module you will:
1.

List objectives of FHA/HERO.

2.

Explain the relationship between national
projects and FHA/HERO objectives.

3.

Plan FHA/HERO activities suggested by home
economics teachers so they reflect the
national projects of FHA/HERO as well as
the content areas of home economics.

4.

Plan activities by which national projects
may be achieved.

Key Ideas:
The overall goal of FHA/HERO is to "help youth
assume their roles in society through home economics education in the areas of personal growth,
family life, vocational preparation and community
involvement."^
FHA/HERO purposes are being incorporated in curriculum subject matter areas.
can strengthen the home economics program
in the secondary school and give new opportunities
to students and advisers.

FHA/HERO

Learning experiences in the classroom may pertain
to and be a part of the FHA/HERO national projects
As you plan incorporating FHA/HERO into the curriculum keep
in mind the FHA/HERO purposes and objectives.
OBJECTIVES OF FHA/HERO
1.

To provide opportunities for self-development and
preparation for family and community living and
for employment.

^Future Homemakers of America, Fact Sheet, Washington,
D. C , 1974.
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2.

To strengthen the function of the family as a
basic unit of society.

3.

To encourage democracy through cooperative action
in the home and community.

4.

To encourage individual and group involvement in
helping achieve world wide brotherhood.

5.

To institute programs promoting greater understanding between youth and adults.

6.

To provide opportunities for decision making and
for assuming responsibility.

7.

To become aware of the multiple roles of men and
women in today's society.

8.

To develop interest in home economics, home economics careers, and related occupations.^

has national projects which help chapters all over
the United States have common goals and purposes. As an
activity is planned, as part of a national project, an
F H A / H E R O objective should be met. Typical national projects
have been like these:
FHA/HERO

A.
B.
C.
D.
E.
F.
G.
H.

"OUR FUTURE AS HOMEMAKERS"
"STABLE HOME-STABLE LIFE"
"MAKE TIME WORK FOR YOU"
"DECISIONS THAT COUNT"
"TO DARE IS TO CARE"
"PREPAREDNESS - THE KEY TO OPPORTUNITY"
"OUR WORLD - A GROWING HERITAGE"
"BICENTINNIAL"

The following is an example of how classroom and FHA/HERO
projects can be coordinated to reach national project goals:

As revised by National Voting Delegates at National
Meeting, 1973, Dallas, Texas.
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PROJECT:

OUR FUTURE AS HOMEMAKERS

Classroom Unit Home Management:
Invite a group of working parents to discuss how they
manage their time in order to take care of a family and
home responsibilities.
FHA/HERO Activity;
Make a display or bulletin board showing the scope of
activities in which the modern homemaker may participate.

Lubbock home economics teachers' suggestions for ways to
incorporate FHA/HERO into the curriculum were taken from
a questionnaire designed to help in forming the module.
Some of their suggestions follow:
1.

Counting home experiences for ENCOUNTER.

2.

Assigning an oral report to each student on one
part of FHA/HERO at the beginning of the year.
They are given access to all the materials and
publications to find materials, answers, etc.,
to introduce their subject. Requires a good file
on FHA/HERO and teacher knowledge.

3.

Allowing time each week during class to meet.
Juniors and seniors can learn purposes and organize themselves.

4.

Dividing into Impact groups in class for each
meeting to plan future meetings and programs.

5.

Electing class FHA officers.

6.

Contributing serving supplies for Ballinger
school.

7.

Selling cookbooks, to buy food for a Thanksgiving
dinner enabling students to have an additional
learning experience in class of planning, shopping,
and preparing the dinner. (Food budget does not
allow such money.)

8.

Bringing a tree to a day nursery complete with
decorations, decorating the tree with the children and presenting a puppet play.
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9.

Inviting school personnel from other subject areas
in the building to speak to the class. (Coach,
nurse, counselors, teachers in work programs.)

10.

Arranging field trips in human relations unit to
state school so the students can learn more about
this area of life.

11.

Having joint business meetings in home room period.

12.

Arranging done primarily by the students with
teacher supervision.

These suggestions may also be related to the national projects. Suggestion #10 not only pertains to a human relation
unit but is also related to the national project entitled,
"To Dare Is to Care." Visiting the State School will also
help students come up with more ideas of how they can show
their concern for others. The visit to the school also
helps F H A / H E R O objective #4 to encourage individual and
group envolvement in helping achieve world wide brotherhood.
NOW THAT YOU HAVE READ THROUGH THE SECOND PART OF THE
MODULE USE YOUR OWN PAPER TO COMPLETE THE FOLLOWING
ACTIVITIES:
1.

Relate the national project ideas to FHA/HERO objectives by briefly describing three activities.
Point out the FHA objective (by number) and the
project (by letter) one might carry out in the
home economics classroom where FHA/HERO is
integrated.

2.

Complete three sections of the chart on the following page which lists the home economics subject areas (numbered) and the FHA/HERO national
projects (lettered). Suggest an activity of
F H A / H E R O relating the subject areas and objectives

3.

From the Lubbock home economics teachers' suggestions found on page 11, describe how they could
fit into the national projects and subject areas.
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1. Child View filmstrip
Develop- on prenatal
ment
caire "Tomorrow
Begins Today"
March of Dimes
2. Family Living

3. Home
Management and
Consumer
Education
4. Housing and
Home
Furnishings

5. Food
and Nutrition

6. Clothing and
Textiles

Visit state
school and
decide what
the class
can do for
children
there.

Evaluate own
home in terms
of safety.
Discuss how
to make a
home a safer
place to live.
Prepare
foods lab,
make time
schedule,
prepare,
serve, eat
and clean
in 35 niin.

F, Preparedness
the Key to
Opportunity
G. Our World A Growing
Heritage
H. Bicentinnial

D. Decisions
That Count
E. To Dare Is
to Care

C. Make Time
Work for You

NATIONAL PROJECTS

B. Stable Home Stable Life

Home
Economics
Subject
Areas

A, Our Future as
Homemakers

FHA/HERO
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III.

USING IMPACT AND ENCOUNTER IN THE CLASSROOM
Objectives:
Upon completion of the third portion of the module
you will:
1.

Suggest ways FHA/HERO Impact projects can be
integrated into classroom activities.

2.

Plan a FHA/HERO activity by using the steps
in the impact program.

3.

Describe the FHA/HERO ENCOUNTER program and
levels.

4.

Show how classroom home economics activities
in various subject matter areas can be related
to the ENCOUNTER levels

Key Ideas:
Impact can be used effectively in planning classroom activities.
The ENCOUNTER levels offer creative challenge to
students.
The home economics subject matter areas can help
a student attain a level of ENCOUNTER in the
classroom.
ENCOUNTER
ENCOUNTER was written by F H A / H E R O members themselves.
The idea behind ENCOUNTER is to increase learning through
personal growth and development.

Individuals in essence

encounter themselves in the growth process.

There is much

room for creativity, challenge, and individuality in the
encounter process.

ENCOUNTER reflects the expressions and

feelings of youth today.

It is written to appeal to youth,

both in appearance and content.
himself and "do his own thing."

Each student must express
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THREE LEVELS OF ENCOUNTER GROWTH
Level One is where a student deals with MYSELF AND FHA.
Goals are formulated in areas of personal development,
individuality, and learning about FHA/HERO.
Level Two is where the individual takes a look at himself
in the FAMILY, SCHOOL, AND COMMUNITY.
Level Three is where the individual encounters PREPARATION
FOR ADULTHOOD relating to goals that explore the aspects
of adulthood and independence.^
Each chapter sets up specific requirements as a group
for working in levels of ENCOUNTER. The teacher must become thoroughly familiar with ENCOUNTER and develop some
understanding of its usefulness not only in FHA/HERO work
but also in classroom activities. Teachers have found that
ENCOUNTER can serve as a basis for many worthwhile individual extended experiences. ENCOUNTER projects can support and contribute to regular classroom experiences in
home economics as students share their projects with others
In return, the classroom experience can reinforce and add
to an individual ENCOUNTER project.
ENCOUNTER focuses on the individual while Impact may
involve the entire chapter as a guide in planning projects.
The ENCOUNTER levels may be reached in part through class
activities. Home Economics covers the following subject
areas that may be related to the ENCOUNTER levels listed
below:
Level I
Personal Development
Values, goals, & attitudes
Decision making
Self discovery
Responsible citizenship
Leadership
Individual growth
Peer relationships
Personal health
Right of choice

Level II
Community Involvement
Chapter
School
Community
Country
Nation
International concerns
Ecology
Economy
Energy conservation

"7Shirley Kountz, "Guidelines for the Use of ENCOUNTER,"
Bordon High School, Gail, Texas.
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Influences affecting
personal decisions
"You are Unique"
Time management
Setting priorities
Appearance-personal
grooming
Current styles &
fashions
Good health habits
Career awareness
Management of human
& natural resources
Preparation for entering the world of work

Use of natural resources
Pollution
Conversion to metric
Politics & legislation
Culture & traditions
Level III
Vocational Preparation

Level II
Family Life
Family life styles
Understanding people of
all ages (children elderly)
Fcimily unity
Responsibilities of family
members
Family decisions
Insurance
Being a consumer
Needs of the elderly
Family heritage
Leisure time
Dating
Working with the handicapped
Accepting responsibilities
of parenthood
Societal influences on the
fcimily
Fcimily nutrition
Marriage & parenthood
Safety in the home
Federal laws & regulations
affecting consumers

Career choice
Investigation of career
opportunities in home
economics
Importance of education
College or what?
Opportunities after graduation
Useful home economics
Preparation for the dual
role of homemaker &
wage earner

IMPACT
Impact was designed to help F H A / H E R O members plan and
carry out projects based on their interests.

Steps were
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identified to help plan in-depth projects.

Impact provides

a way to relate class lessons with chapter activities.

The

class/chapter projects a group develops through Impact can
be a focal point for the members to expand their understanding of home economics.

Impact is also a vehicle to

involve people outside of the home economics prograun in
its activities.
Impact helps identify concerns and interests about
individual, family, community, and job/career life, and to
use these concerns and issues as the basis for developing
projects with depth.
The steps for planning are:
1. Brainstorm
Identify concerns and issues related to
individual, job/career, family, and community
2. Narrow concerns:
Pull related concerns and issues together to
do something about or find out more about the
issues.
3. Determine accomplishments
Discuss what the project should accomplish.
4. Decide what to do
Decide present condition of concern.
State what chapter wants to accomplish.
Arrange activities in order by what needs
to be done.
5. Form plan
Decide who, what, when, where, why, and how
of each activity.
6. Act
Take action and follow through on the
chapter's plan.
7. Analyze
Evaluate the project according to what was
to be accomplished.
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The f o l l o w i n g Impact s y m b o l s and s t e p s a r e
t r a t e d b y t h e p r o j e c t i n t h e r i g h t hand column

illus-

Program A c t i o n IMPACT
I n - d e p t h P r o j e c t P l a n n i n g Worksheet
Impact Steps

Brainstorm t o
identify concerns:

Narrow i d e n t i f i e d
concerns:

Determine what
project i s to
accomplish:

im

Decide what needs
to be done:

Pro.iect
Explore concerns related to teenage
pregnancy your chapter/class would
l i k e t o pursue such as teenage marr i a g e , b i r t h defects, child abuse,
fajnily planning, prenatal n u t r i t i o n ,
abortion, guioption, genetic counseling.
Decide which concerns you csLn r e a l i s t i c a l l y work on and s e t a goal
such as educating other youth about
the r e s p o n s i b i l i t i e s of parenting
or promoting the importance of prenatal n u t r i t i o n .
Determine what the group i s going
to accomplish through i t s project.
Determine more specific g o a l s .

Decide the who, what, when, where,
and how of your project: Projects
take on added strength when they are
part of your classroom learnings.
Discuss with your adviser how your
project could tie into: Food and
Nutrition; Housing and Home Management; Consumer Education; Family
Living; Child Care; Clothing and
Textiles.
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r

1

Form a plan:

D
I

1

Consider how you will finance your
project, who you want to reach,
how you will reach them. Decide
what resources can help you carry
out your project such as home economics teachers, doctors, county
health departments, planned pjirenthood agencies, the March of Dimes,
Decide how you will publicize your
project.

Act on Plan:

Make a workable timetable to keep
track of your progress. Revise It,
if and when necessary.

Analyze what
happened:

Evaluate: Evaluate throughout your
project. Learn from your mistakes
as well as successes. Make changes
when necessary."

»

8..The Choice Is Yours." Teen Times (Nov,/Dec, 1975) P. 10.
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NOW THAT YOU HAVE READ THROUGH THE THIRD PART OF THE MODULE
COMPLETE THE FOLLOWING ACTIVITIES:
1.

Summarize in one paragraph on a separate sheet of
paper how the information concerning the relationship between the home economics subject matter
areas and the levels of ENCOUNTER could be integrated in a home economics classroom.

2.

Make a chart such as the one on the following page.
List the home economics subject matter areas in the
left column and the levels of ENCOUNTER on the top
row. Suggest 3 class activities that could be used
to help attain a level of ENCOUNTER within that
content area. Use Teen Times that may be checked
out with the module in Room 154 as a source to give
you ideas for at least one activity.

3.

Select one of the activities you suggested in #2.
Use the Impact steps and symbols to tell how you
could plan the classroom activity. The symbols
do not have to be used in sequence.
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FHA/HERO RESOURCES
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Teen Times
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ENCOUNTER
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APPENDIX D
Module or Teacher Directed
Overall GPA

Name
Class
Date
Score

INCORPORATING F H A / H E R O INTO THE CLASSROOM TEST
PART I

MATCHING

Directions:

Column A:

For each of the characteristics of an
F H A / H E R O chapter in Column A, select the
F H A / H E R O class structure from Column B
that would be most appropriate. Place
the number corresponding to the best
choice in the blank provided. Answers
may be used more than once. (1 point
each)

Characteristics of
Chapters

a. Class scheduling may have
eliminated some members
from the home economics
class

Column B:

Structure

CHfiiPTER
CLASS

_b. F H A / H E R O is presented as
a part of home economics
in each class.
c. Most class members are
interested in participating in FHA/HERO related
activities.

•H/WHERL
IHAPTERy

d. F H A / H E R O Impact and Encounter activities always
correlate with or are a
part of home economics
class assignments.
e. Class members and F H A / H E R O
members find it difficult
to define FHA as its relationship to home economics

(aMs\ (%TM^
CHAFTER
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MATCHING:
Directions:

Column A:

Match the symbols used in the Impact
program in Column A with the Impact steps
listed in Column B. Place the number
corresponding the best choice in the blank
provided. Use a # from Column B only once
(1 point)

Impact Symbols

Column B:

Steps in Impact

1. Act

•O
b.

•

c.

2.

Analyze

3.

Brainstorm

4.

Decide what to do

5.

Determine accomplishments

6.

Form a plan

7.

Narrow Concerns

d.

e.

f.

hr
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PART II:

SHORT ANSWER

Directions:

1.

Briefly state the answer to each of the
following cjuestions in the space provided.
You may use the back of the paper if more
space is needed.

Summarize 3 advantages of integrating FHA/HERO activities
with the classroom and home experience program.
(6 points)
a.
b.

2.

c.
Tell 3 ways in which integrating FHA/HERO in the classroom can strengthen a home economics program. (6 points)
a.
b.
c.

3.

List 3 FHA/HERO objectives.

(6 points)

a.
b.
c.
4.

Develop a learning experience for a classroom activity
that meets an FHA/HERO objective. Cite the objective
that is met. (6 points)

5.

List an FHA/HERO activity and suggest a national project
that is met by it. (6 points)
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6.

Using one of the concepts listed below, show how a student could attain a level of ENCOUNTER through a class
learning experience. Name the ENCOUNTER identified.
Concepts:
1.
2.
3.

Influences affecting personal decisions
Marriage and parenthood
Culture and traditions

4.

Preparation for the dual role of homemaker and wage
earner
(12 points)

PART III:

CASE STUDY—SHORT ANSWER

Directions:

Read the following case study.

Mrs. Dale is teaching a unit on peer relationships. She wants to use the Impact steps and
symbols to plan with the class activities relating to the unit.
Directions;

7.

Briefly answer the following questions
in the space allowed. Use the case
study above as a basis for your answers.

Give 3 examples of activities that could be carried out
in unit on peer relationships using the Impact program.
(6 points)
a.
b.
c.

8.

Select one F H A / H E R O class activity from your suggestions
above and use at least 6 of the Impact steps and symbols
to illustrate how to carry out the activity. (6 points)

APPENDIX E
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INCORPORATING F H A / H E R O INTO THE CLASSROOM
Directions:

Respond to each of the following statements on
the basis of your attitudes. There are no
right or wrong answers. Mark each of the
statements according to the following key by
circling the appropriate letter for each statement:
A...if
a...if
u...if
d...if
D...if

you
you
you
you
you

strongly agree
mildly agree
are undecided
mildly disagree
strongly disagree

A a u d D

1.

FHA/HERO should be an integral part of classroom experiences.

A a u d D

2.

Leadership roles are learned better in FHA/HERO
activities when these are apart from classroom
activities.

A a u d D

3.

FHA/HERO

A a u d D

4.

The Impact steps could be used effectively in
planning classroom activities.

A a u d D

5.

ENCOUNTER is difficult to incorporate in the
home economics classroom curriculum.

A a u d D

6.

Incorporating F H A / H E R O activities into the
classroom curriculum requires more time than
teachers should be asked to spend unless their
salaries are supplemented.

A a u d D

7.

Incorporating F H A / H E R O activities in the classroom provides for freedom of expression and
sharing of thoughts.

A a u d D

8.

It may be easier to motivate uninterested students with FHA/HERO titled activities than
with regular classroom activities.

A a u d D

9.

Incorporating FHA/HERO activities in the classroom fosters a close teacher-student relationship.

activities should be distinctly
separate from classroom activities.
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A a u d D

10. Having classroom FHA/HERO officers enables
more students to assume leadership roles.

A a u d D

11.

ENCOUNTER could be used as an extended home
experience project.

A a u d D

12.

Teachers should demonstrate in class the use
of Impact in cooperative planning with students.

A a u d D

13.

FHA/HERO should be an extra curricular organization separate from the total home economics program.

A a u d D

14.

Teachers should relate FHA/HERO purposes and
goals to the total home economics program.

A a u d D

15.

Teachers and students should relate FHA/HERO
experiences to each subject matter area of
home economics.

A a u d D

16.

Teachers should have the option to decide
if they want to have FHA/HERO incorporated
into classroom experiences.

A a u d D

17.

Incorporating FHA/HERO in classroom activities is worth the additional planning time
required on the teacher's part over and
above regular lesson planning.

A a u d D

18.

Teachers should have the choice of sponsoring an FHA/HERO organization.

A a u d D

19.

Teachers may lose control when they plan
F H A / H E R O activities cooperatively within
class students.

A a u d D

20.

Incorporating FHA/HERO activities in classwork can help teachers create a psychological atmosphere for stimulating interaction.

A a u d D

21.

Students on their own can foster an enthusiastic classroom FHA/HERO program and,
therefore, teachers do not need to get
involved.

A a u d D

22.

Classroom FHA/HERO fosters more student
leadership and recjuires less teacher
planning.
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A a u d D

23.

Teachers have less to do if FHA/HERO is
incorporated in class activities.

A a u d D

24. Advantages outweigh the disadvantages of
incorporating FHA/HERO in classroom experi
ences.

A a u d D

25.

Enthusiastic and willing teachers are the
key to incorporating FHA/HERO into the
curriculum.

A a u d D

26.

Incorporating FHA/HERO in classroom work
can help teachers create a physical environment that promotes interaction.

